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Policies on self-poisoning

NHS hospitals cope with their increasing numbers of self-
poisoned patients in many disparate ways' 5 reflecting the
lack of any nationally agreed practicable management scheme.
There is only patchy adherence to the Department of Health's
recommendation6 7 that in all such cases patients should be
referred to designated poisoning treatment centres in district
general hospitals and seen by psychiatrists. General practi-
tioners often ignore this advice-indeed, if they were to
follow it, the number of self-poisoned patients referred to our
hospitals might be increased by as much as a third.' To date,
few poisoning treatment centres have been set up, and
patients may be no more effectively treated in them than in
general medical wards.1 8 Most hospitals even lack a psychiatric
unit, and many patients discharge themselves or are sent
home from accident departments without having a psychiatric
assessment.2 9 There are exceptions: in Edinburgh the
regional poisoning treatment centre admits all patients
referred to it and so ensures that each one is seen by a
psychiatrist.1 But until it is shown that a policy of admitting
patients routinely gives better results than one of selecting
them for admission other hospitals are unlikely to allocate
scarce medical beds for this purpose.
How essential is it for a psychiatrist to see every patient

who has deliberately taken an overdose of drugs ? At present
only about half of all the patients coming to hospital with
self-poisoning are offered any further treatment. For
psychiatrists to see numerous patients who do not require
any psychiatric treatment is a waste of specialist time-unless
other doctors lack the competence to assess suicidal risk and
to decide the need for referral to a psychiatrist or a social
worker. That they are in fact competent to make this assess-
ment has been shown in a prospective clinical trial at Adden-
brooke's hospital. This found4 10 that if junior doctors and
nurses were suitably taught medical teams could match psy-
chiatrists at making diagnoses and identifying which patients
needed further care in most instances, though physicians still
needed a psychiatric opinion for roughly one in five of their
patients. As a result, at Addenbrooke's the physicians have taken
over the initial psychiatric assessment of all their self-poisoned
patients as part of the routine clinical work.4 At Oxford, as
described last week in the BMI (p 1041), nurses with psychia-
tric experience and supervised by a consultant psychiatrist have
proved equally reliable. What seems to matter is the effective-
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ness of the training and of the arrangements for ensuring
adequate treatment and aftercare, and not that a psychiatrist
should see every patient.
Two other research projects have looked at the possibility

of using nurses or social workers to make the initial assessment.
Nurses given five weeks' training were able to assess self-
poisoned patients but were more likely than trainee psychia-
trists to overlook mental illness.5 Social workers rated mental
illness as being present much more frequently than did trainee
psychiatrists and wanted to keep half of the patients in
hospital.'1 Making a psychiatric diagnosis, or alternatively
excluding psychiatric disorder, is an important part of such
an assessment,4 12 and these studies suggest that doctors
would be well advised to retain the responsibility for this job.
There are other reasons for supposing that the medical

staff who resuscitate self-poisoned patients should carry out
the initial psychiatric assessment as well. Stengel13 pointed
out that the management of patients who have attempted
suicide is of particular educational value because it may help
trainee doctors and nurses to realise the importance of their
patients' psychological and social problems. Since about one
in seven of all acute medical admissions is for self-poisoning,
doctors can be trained to evaluate suicidal risk and patients'
psychosocial difficulties during their preregistration house jobs.
Such training is important. Most known suicides have
consulted a doctor before killing themselves,'4 and most
self-poisoned patients have taken prescribed drugs.'5

Liaison schemes of the kind developed at Addenbrooke's
hospital4 would not only improve medical training and help
to change adverse attitudes towards self-poisoned patients but
would also be much cheaper than the specialist psychiatric
services recommended in the Hill Report.7 Once responsibility
is agreed for the assessment of self-poisoned patients their
subsequent treatment provokes surprisingly little disagreement.
Nevertheless, recent studies of different ways of improving
aftercare, using intensive social work,'6 17 counselling by
nurses,5 and domiciliary visits,5 suggest that more research is
needed to establish the optimum care for the individual.

Since the then Ministry of Health issued its circular6
undergraduate education in psychiatry has greatly improved,18
and nowadays more emphasis is placed on the psychosocial
aspects of illness in all branches of medical education. In
some centres4 19 additional teaching on suicide and attempted
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suicide has been given to medical students and student nurses.
These changes in medical education can scarcely be reconciled
with the Department of Health's recommendationf6 7 that all
self-poisoned patients should see a psychiatrist and must
strengthen the case for amending it. Lifting the restriction
on clinical responsibility would enable physicians to decide
for each of their self-poisoned patients whether a psychiatric
opinion is necessary. Psychiatrists might teach junior staff to
assess these patients and might concentrate more on improving
the treatment and aftercare services in each district.
The royal colleges have the responsibility of ensuring that

the doctors and nurses who customarily look after patients
who have attempted suicide are given the necessary training
for it. Eleven years after the Hill Report,7 the standing
medical advisory committees should review arrangements for
the treatment and aftercare of self-poisoned patients, and
initiate a detailed study of the prevention of poisoning. Clinical
medical schools might do more to improve the standard of
medical education in this field. The best prospect of controlling
the "epidemic" of self-poisoning seems likely to come from a
preventive approach.
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Feeding infants of low birth
weight
An ideal method of feeding an infant of low birth weight
would produce the optimal rate of growth with minimal
morbidity and mortality-and would cost little and make
low demands on nursing time. The preterm infant is especially
prone to malnutrition since he cannot suck, and providing
enough calories may be difficult if he has the respiratory
distress syndrome or recurrent apnoeic attacks.

Neonatal malnutrition is widely thought to have long-term
effects-a belief based on the observation that animals kept
undernourished at critical periods were found later to have
reduced numbers of brain cells, though the glial but not the
neuronal population was mainly affected.' The human brain
grows very quickly between 32 and 40 weeks of gestation, and
the animal studies were thought to show trends which might
be important for preterm infants. In animals the timing,
duration, and severity of the insult determined the complete-
ness of recovery. In man it is not known whether days, weeks,

or months of malnutrition are needed to produce a permanent
cerebral defect, but in an attempt to prevent any possible
postnatal malnutrition the current fashion is for every effort
to be made to mimic the intrauterine growth curve. This may
be unnecessary2 and dangerous.

Yet, while the importance of weight gain is uncertain,
morbidity, mortality, and cost can all be measured. The
methods of feeding these infants are by the intragastric,
transpyloric, or intravenous routes. Intermittent intragastric
milk feeds may cause regurgitation and aspiration in some
preterm infants during the first few days of life and especially
in units with too few trained nursing staff. Another
disadvantage is that these feeds may provoke a fall in arterial
oxygen tension and a rise in heart rate and blood pressure.3
This is unlikely to occur when milk is given by continuous
infusion into the stomach,4 or when the transpyloric route is
used.5 A new generation of syringe pumps have made these
methods technically easier. Many units have now had an
opportunity to evaluate the transpyloric method, though
passing the tube into the jejunum may be difficult: 72 hours
had elapsed before it had passed in 80% of infants in one
series,6 and 60O0 in another.7 Polyvinyl tubes become hard
owing to loss of plasticiser, and this has been blamed for
perforation of the gut.8 Though softer, silicone rubber tubes
are more difficult to pass. Blind-ended tubes may cause a
change of flora, and outbreaks of necrotising enterocolitis in
intensive care units have coincided with the introduction of
intrajejunal feeds. That risk may possibly be reduced by not
using hyperosmolar feeds.5 The absorption of fat is reduced
by half by using the transpyloric route, presumably because the
gastric lipase is bypassed.

In the wake of the impressive increase in survival after
intravenous feeding of glucose and amino-acids in infants
undergoing surgery9l this method was canvassed as the best
way of feeding infants of low birth weight. Use of central
venous catheters was, however, associated with a high incidence
of infection and thrombosis, and most paediatricians began
to use peripheral veins-despite the difficulties of having
repeatedly to insert needles into tiny babies. Intravenous
infusions of amino-acids and glucose have a protein-sparing
effect,9 but the same problem arises as with babies who receive
glucose and electrolyte infusions: too few calories are supplied.
Adding intravenous lipid might help, but the free fatty acids
may displace bilirubin from its protein receptors; this may pre-
clude the use of an intravenous lipid during the first week of
life. Intravenous lipid must be introduced gradually, the
amount tolerated is variable, and three-quarters of the infants
so treated have abnormal liver function tests. One study
showed that 770, of infants receiving parenteral lipid infusions
had appreciable deposition of fat in the intrapulmonary arteries
with a persistence of a reduced lumen of the vessels.10
Some of these uncertainties may have been resolved by

some more recent research.'1 12 Infants given total parenteral
nutrition were compared with a control group managed with
conventional intragastric feeding. No differences were found
in mortality between the two groups. In the study by Yu
et al12 six varieties of intravenous infusion were prepared
daily by the pharmacy from raw materials costing over £20
for each baby in every 24 hours. The 34 babies were under
the care of six consultant paediatricians, a professional officer,
a technical officer, and presumably junior staff in numbers too
embarrassing to mention. Long-term studies of neurological,
intellectual, and behavioural development are being performed
in these infants. Until these results are available-in about
five years' time-there appears to be little or no justification
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